A Community of Peace can be intrinsic to all Humanity. Peace is within us all. Wisdom is distinct from arrogance. Arrogance
has no need to hear. Listening to hear is at the beginning and at the end of any Human Relationship and while you can
hear, you can also respond, and relationship remains open rather than closed. With listening comes empathy and with
empathy comes understanding and with understanding comes care. And understanding mixed with knowledge/experience
applied with care is Wisdom and all roads of Wisdom lead unto Peace. Response is often a knee-jerk reaction. Often a
reflex action. Whereas intent is wilful, purposeful and premeditated. All too often set to hinder or to harm and damage
instead of toward care and help. Intent is often a tool employed for revenge, punishment or cruelty and often misguided by
unseen double standards and hypocrisy rather than and instead of a purposeful intent toward wilfully serving a love for
Humanity, for forgiveness or for goodwill. A selfish Ego vainly wearing our Human hearts and souls as boldly as the latest
fashion crafts a mask that prevents us from seeing/understanding or hearing/learning by shutting down our human
capacity to empathise through our loss of hearing, seeing and the progression of a closed mind. A selfish Ego allows a kind,
generous and gentle heart to become hardened and callous and sets itself above the royal law of freedom and Golden Rule
of Peace, which is to say, wilfully contrary to Treating People the way we want People treating us, eg with a smile, equal,
fair, welcoming and honourably respectful in our oneness to our flawed Humanity. We can learn how not to become
offended equally as we can learn how not to offend and take away the offences in our own personal world and together
develop a world without offence. A truly equal opportunity world for all. Education is better than force. Your mentoring can
replace your punishment bringing the joy of learning into our world instead of yesterday’s cruel way of teaching obedience
by the things that we suffer, teaching by the pain we can inflict and do inflict but only adding more suffering to our already
suffering world of judgement, punishment and pain, when all Humanity could be in the better place of Grace and having
the better hope of the hope of better, in faith, in love, and in harmonious happiness, for in acceptance there lies peace. Ask
Love to be your conscience for you and receive your Divine guidance forevermore. The God of Peace has a Peace greater
than any human peace and The Peace of God surpasses all understanding, it’s just the way it is, peaceable to all. Violence is
satanic and opposes Peace. Discrimination is of the devil and opposes Equality. While self-interested ego an evil of greed
and opposes Community. Hospitality can overcome hostility because Peace is the workings of Love resulting in Joy.
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